The First Vampire

In his riveting debut novel, The First
Vampire, John Davies provides an
alarmingly plausible explanation of why
and how the first human was transformed
into a vampire, against a backdrop of
factual Eastern European history. The
historical insights clear up many of the
myths and misconceptions of the Dracula
legend. In 1414, a priest and gifted singer
from the Curtea de Arges region of
Wallachia unknowingly set a chain of
events in motion which had the potential to
cause catastrophic ramifications for
centuries after. Forty-eight years later,
Vlad Dracula returned home to Curtea de
Arges after a great battle in which he
slaughtered fifteen thousand Muslims.
Triumph turned to tragedy when he learned
that his turncoat brother, Radu, was lurking
in the region. Dracula was about to face his
greatest nemesis ever.
Twenty-first
century, reluctant college sophomore,
Kristi Johnson, is in a desperate race
against time to save her family from
complete disintegration. Her father
commits the ultimate unspeakable act, and
Kristi is forced to find answers
immediately. Out of nowhere comes an
unexpected possible solutionin the form of
her unusual classmate, Alex. The paths of
the priest, the warlord and the college kid
are set on the collision course from hell in
this fascinating blend of history, myth and
undying love.

The Original Vampires, or simply The Originals, are a group of extremely powerful vampires that are known for being
the first of their bloodlines and the firstCount Dracula is the title character of Bram Stokers 1897 gothic horror novel
Dracula. He is considered to be both the prototypical and the archetypal vampire in . Dracula at first charms Harker with
his cordiality and historical knowledge, and The first season of the US TV series The Strain ended with The Master,
source of New Yorks vampire infection and one of the oldest vampires - 2 min - Uploaded by Penny DreadfulCatriona
Hartdegen (Perdita Weeks) tells Vanessa about the ancient tale of Dracula, the first The first vampires appeared in
poetry after a string of unexplained deaths in the Serbian countryside. In the English-speaking world today, vampires
are perhaps most famously associated with the region of Transylvania in Romania, thanks to The most famous vampire
is, of course, Bram Stokers Dracula, though those looking for a historical real Dracula often cite Romanian prince Vlad
Tepes (1431-1476), after whom Stoker is said to have modeled some aspects of his Dracula character. Dating back 6000
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years ago is what is believed to be the first recorded vampire - the edimmu of Mesopotamia (also known as the
ekimmu).Many books based on vampires are still being published, of the first three books called Cirque du Freak: The
VampiresA vampire is a being from folklore that subsists by feeding on the vital force of the living. . The causes of
vampiric generation were many and varied in original folklore. In Slavic and Chinese traditions, any corpse that was
jumped over by anLegends of vampires have existed for millennia cultures such as the Mesopotamians, Hebrews . Two
famous vampire cases, which were the first to be officially recorded, involved the corpses of Petar Blagojevich and
Arnold Paole from Serbia - 3 min - Uploaded by retrolostWorlds First Vampire Movie. El mundo de los vampiros
(trailer original)/ World of vampires First, there were wasting diseases. Vampires werent something you worried about
every night, but when an epidemic came through, such asTrue Blood-HBO. Historys first blood-sucking monster was a
lot scarier than anything you saw on True Blood. Long before we watched Edward Cullen sparkleThe first vampire may
be traced to Greek Mythology in the story of a young Italian man named Ambrogio and love of his life, Selena. The
story includes manyThe first vampire started out as not a vampire at all, but as a human man named Ambrogio. He was
an Italian-born adventurer who fate brought to Delphi,Carmilla is a Gothic novella by Irish author, Joseph Sheridan Le
Fanu and one of the early works of vampire fiction, predating Bram Stokers Dracula (1897) by 26 years. First published
as a serial in The Dark Blue (187172), the story is narrated . anagrams for the original name of the vampire Mircalla,
Countess Karnstein.
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